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PRICE FIVE CENTS

VARSI TY PASSERS MEET FAST MAROON QUARTET
Captain Donnovan, Chapman, Goldberg, Magner and Schaal are listed on the Varsity Lineup.

IV'S PLAY HAVE HORES FER

An incident occurred in the clover field of the Varsity Passers tonight the Red and Blue quire hopes to report its performance of last Saturday and chalk up another.

The members of the Varsity Passers have been intense rivalry on the court, and tonight's contest, according to the reports, should prove to be a real one in all basketball followers.

The Maroon five has been playing good basketball, winning over some of the finest aggregations in the eastern part of the country, and will have a real battle tonight.
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RED AND BLUE ELECTS NEW BOARD MEMBERS

Nine Newsmen Are Promoted to Editorial, Sports and Art Boards at Meeting of Alumni

PREPARATIONS MADE FOR NEWS CONTENT ENTERIES

Baseball Candidates Hear Veteran Player

Big League Backtalk Tells About Diamond Experiences at Assembly

Boarding House students are being organized for a Saturday afternoon hands-on meeting to discuss the matter of the fall season. The meeting will be held in the Franklin Dining Room at 3:00 P.M.

D更换插件将导致的事件

FRATERNITY LEAGUE CONTENTS POSTPONED

The following students are the six (now three) scheduled for Monday night: to the Interfraternity Basketball League. These students have been placed in the order of the general league.

The dates for the first and last games, as well as the order in which they will be played, are as follows:

First game: November 30th, Second game: December 1st, Third game: December 2nd, Fourth game: December 3rd, Fifth game: December 4th, Sixth game: December 5th.

The order of the league is as follows: Alpha Delta Phi, Sigma Nu, Delta Phi, Delta Gamma, Sigma Chi, and Chi Omega.
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A POPULAR MOVE

In a consideration of the merits and demerits of student publication, that appears to be inevitable in the present system of unbridled criticism of the former system has always been that undergraduates have not had a better chance of making the best out of it than students of the University. The majority of the students who have been graduated from the various colleges may have been granted by the institutions of the present plan have been consistent at the time of their departure.

By placing complete charge of the funds in the hands of the University of Pennsylvania, all of this is done away with. There should be no more unaccountable balances on the part of Pennsylvania colleges, nor should there be any trouble in enforcing the undergraduates to make their own payments every time they get a new balance. The other admitted features of the system which will b flat tire, not the annual audit. The former will serve to plan the expenses for the year and each class will know approximately how much money will fall to the account. On the whole we will have the necessary check on the person who holds the funds.

As we are in the midst of our election, I could say that the financial transactions of the University Committee are being placed on a more substantial basis. Certainly there should be no more cases of those students who are not in the situation to maintain their obligations.

OUR LIBRARY

It is a well-known, and undisputed fact that those who most frequently take advantage of privileges offered them are the less appreciative of those privileges than others who are away from a distance. It seems unfortunate, yet true that those will not appreciate that procedure which do not have the experience. We at the University of Pennsylvania are only aware of existence of a University library, we have frequent occasion to make use of its facilities. Yes, we are so apt to take our library for granted that we do not appreciate the amount of labor required and the degree of efficiency which must be attained in order to maintain the standard which may be adequately maintained.

As the result, the future of the Pennsylvania Library, although widespread throughout the country, seems less effective than that of the future. Mention of the word "library" in the average student gives rise to a mental vision of a government building which can be entered by the faculty of middle-class books from time immemorial. The efficient administration and excellent facilities of the library are well known.

The statistics published in yesterday's Pennsylvania showed a gain of 500,000 on the scale of the past year by the library in the University's educational program. The total circulation, which passed the half-million mark in 1920, has declined with the five years, while the staff has increased only twenty-five per cent. In the same period. From this it is evident that the University Library has been placed on the administration in recent years may be obtained.

That the librarian, with his staff of assistants, has been able to solve this problem arising from the increased demands on the library facilities reflects credit on the administration. Without a live flexible organization, the strain of the increased traffic could not have been successfully met.

FROLCWS OF FLITZ '28 NO. 465

Flitz' Metamorphosis

Flitz has something on Flitz '28.' Promptly on the arrival of flitz items in Express--ready for flit- ter, the Omni or whatever turns up, correctly figured is every detail. Flitz' Evening Clothes come from Perry's, which has hundreds to select from—over a new cat show correct model, perfectly tailored from quality fabrics.

Prices are Super Values beginning at $5.

PERRY & CO., N.B.T.

16th & CHESTNUT

UNIVERSITY MEN'S DEPARTMENT
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**COURT COMMENT**

Neither crook nor thief could keep the score of the spectators away from that famous brownstone given last Saturday. In spite of the fierce conditions of the elements outside, the buildings brought the throngs in to watch the men of our country's foremost players.

You have to hand it to this Magneto, although the high-scoring honors are to Denbrough, Magneto led in the amount of field goals. It was a big night for the Red and White. The victory is the result of double-deckers amounting to eight points.

One of the four 'Borden’ that Magneto issued, came after he had establisht

**First Class Service at Moderate Prices***

**ARThUR LAWS CATERER**

226 So. 40th St. Bell Phone 2112

**McGee**

Under Management of Schneider Bros.

**FAIRSTON CANDY SHOP & TEA ROOM**

1625 Chestnut Street Philadelphia

OPEN UNTIL 10 P.M.

**TRY THE Lido**

**Restaurant**

3217 Woodland Avenue

For a Delicious Italian Dinner

Also RAVIOLI and SPAGHETTI

Special Lunch

50c

Dinner

75c

OPEN 1 A.M.

**You Will Find**

Things just as you desire them. We have the finest and most complete line of Drugs, Toilet Articles, and Supplies Students to be found anywhere in West Phila.

Zullingar's

Drug Store

40th and Spruce Sts.

Evergreen 870

**Half Cats Count Up!**

**Why Be Late For Class?**

WATCHES, CLOCKS, FRATERNITY & SEAL JEWELRY

**EXPERT REPAIRING**

Andrey F. Price

JEWELER

3700 Spruce Street

**ICE CREAM Sold at THE HOUSTON HALL**

“See — All”

Coffee—Hot Chocolate—Sandwiches

**PYLE & INNES LEADING COLLEGE TAILORS 1115 WALNUT ST.**

**A Business that is Always Interesting**

ALWAYS wanted men like the bond business, because it provides fresh interest from day to day and year after year. Whether one is engaged in the buying or the selling end of the bond business, his work gives him insight into the financial side of industry, commerce and production, at home and abroad.

Nothing that happens in economic, legislative or political affairs affects one more than it affects the bond business. This means that a man must keep his door ajar and understand what is happening. It is a stimulating requirement, that keeps one out of mental mists and stagnation.

The bond business requires hard work and a sound knowledge of the securities one is engaged in the bond business through their own fault — not because the responsibility is lacking.

Halsey, Stuart & Co. is interested in providing reliable information to college men who are considering the bond business as a vocation, or to help them make an intelligent decision.

For our full list of our services, ask for our pamphlet "The Bond Business as a Vocation for College Men." Ask the nearest Halsey, Stuart & Co.

**HALSEY, STUART & CO.**

1115 Walnut St., Philadelphia

**Hotel Normandie CHESTNUT AT SIXTH STREET**

**CLOTHES SATISFACTION**

For over 20 years we have given Clothes satisfaction.

Our "brightest and best" knock now accolades your call whether for Sack, Tuxedo, Full Dress, Sports Suit or Overcoats.

Always the newest in pattern and the latest in style.

**PYLÉ & INNES**

LEADING COLLEGE TAILORS

1115 WALNUT ST.

**Hotel Normandie CHESTNUT AT SIXTH STREET**

**The Home of JOE ROMAN and his SCOTCH & FISH**

**Dinner for Five Dollars**

Enjoy the home menu and enjoy the atmosphere.

**Music and Dancing**

No cover charge until 9 P.M.

Under the management of

Scha M. Eaton

Jannies of

Hotel Carriage, New York

Young's Hotel, Boston

**PYLE & INNES**

LEADING COLLEGE TAILORS

1115 WALNUT ST.

**A Business that is**

Always Interesting

ALWAYS wanted men like the bond business, because it provides fresh interest from day to day and year after year. Whether one is engaged in the buying or the selling end of the bond business, his work gives him insight into the financial side of industry, commerce and production, at home and abroad.

Nothing that happens in economic, legislative or political affairs affects one more than it affects the bond business. This means that a man must keep his door ajar and understand what is happening. It is a stimulating requirement, that keeps one out of mental mists and stagnation.

The bond business requires hard work and a sound knowledge of the securities one is engaged in the bond business through their own fault — not because the responsibility is lacking.

Halsey, Stuart & Co. is interested in providing reliable information to college men who are considering the bond business as a vocation, or to help them make an intelligent decision.

For our full list of our services, ask for our pamphlet "The Bond Business as a Vocation for College Men." Ask the nearest Halsey, Stuart & Co.

**HALSEY, STUART & CO.**

1115 Walnut St., Philadelphia
NOTICES

Incorporated—All truckmen report at Franklin Field every afternoon at three o'clock.

Boating—Cock-Derker issues will be given to the 160-pound class. All men from 145 to 150 pounds are eligible.

Scot—In New York, Brooklyn, N. Y.

American Writing Machine Co has shoes to show that 

which can be explained. "Here's a differ.

Good Appearance it

WALNUT STREET

1339

You can save from $10 to $20 in a Rebuilt Typewriter

in a Rebuilt Typewriter

You save at the right place.

Our Philadelphia

Deposits received upon which interest is allowed

in a Rebuilt Typewriter
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WILLIAMS SHAVING CREAM

NOURISHMENT WHICH MEANS—

WHOLE8OME

AT THE PALM TREE DINER WITH

YOUR RAZOR SEEMS. WILLIAMS REMARKABLE 

beard softening qualities are responsible for this. For Williams lathe is saturated with moisture that soaks the beard soft for easy shaving. A Williams shave leaves the face smooth. Two sizes, 35c and 50c.

Soaks the beard softer

W HEN you shave with Williams Shav-

ing Cream notice how much sharper

your razor seems. Williams remarkable 

beard softening qualities are responsible for

this. For Williams lathe is saturated with 

moisture that soaks the beard soft for easy

shaving. A Williams shave leaves the face

smooth. Two sizes, 35c and 50c.

WILLIAMS SHAVING CREAM

Beginning tomorrow

All good resolutions start, and often end.

"... beginning tomorrow..."

But commence the Shredded Wheat habit tomorrow and the chances are your grandson will be car

rying on. For Shredded Wheat is that kind of a food rich in all the body-building, stimulating whole wheat elements you need—and rich in captivating flavor, too.

Try Shredded Wheat today with hot milk and cold cut and enjoy it with your favorite fruit for a real delicious meal.

SPAYDS

Second Furniture Store

216 S. 8th Street

including Books, Typewriters, Duplicating Machines, Chairs, Tables, Bookcases, Office Stationery and Supplies.
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ALL YOUR WANTS SUPPLIED BY
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216 S. 8th Street

including Books, Typewriters, Duplicating Machines, Chairs, Tables, Bookcases, Office Stationery and Supplies.

Do you know that the great

NATIONAL SHREDDED WHEAT COMPANY

MILTON C. WORK'S

Action Bridge Complete

ES 25c

The National Shredded Wheat Company

The NEAREST WHOLE WHEAT

has a name that is recognized by millions.
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